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ABSTRACT Modern societies are in the middle of a strategic, multidimen-

sional competition for money, power, and control over all aspects of the

Internet and the Internet economy. This article discusses the increasing pace

of discord and the competing interests that are unfolding in the current

debate concerning the control and governance of the Internet and its infra-

structure. Some countries are more prepared for and committed to winning

tactical battles than are others on the road to asserting themselves as an

Internet power. Some are acutely aware of what is at stake; the question

is whether they will be the master or the victim of these multilayered power

struggles as subtle and not-so-subtle connected choices are being made.

Understanding this debate requires an appreciation of the entangled econ-

omic, technical, regulatory, political, and social interests implicated by the

Internet. Those states that are prepared for and understand the many facets

of the Internet will likely end up on top.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern societies are in the middle of a strategic, multidimensional com-

petition for money, power, and control over all aspects of the Internet and

the Internet economy. These struggles are occurring across a range of inter-

related economic, technical, regulatory, political, and social spheres and the

gamesmanship is intense. The players include multinational corporations,

self-organized citizen and interest groups, and state and non-state actors.

As such, these areas of tension are multilateral, multistakeholder, and

multicultural.

This competition has been increasing in focus, force, and global reach

since the birth of the Internet as an e-platform for commerce, information

flows, and power projection. In 1985, the potential for national power

and wealth changed with the introduction of new top-level domains

(e.g., .com). The Internet’s potential became obvious in the early 1990s

with the invention of the World Wide Web and was confirmed with

broadband investments in the Internet’s backbone network in the latter half

of the decade. Today, the Internet community is able to click-connect-search-

and-share information globally and almost instantaneously. The Internet
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facilitates access to and delivery of a wide range of

services electronically, including e-government,

e-banking, e-health, and e-learning, next-generation

power grids, and air traffic control. The Internet also

facilitates access to all things tangible, including even

military-grade weapons. The devices that connect

people, places, and things could offer up to $19

trillion in economic potential;1 the modernization of

industrial infrastructures already represents nearly

46 percent of the global economy (more than $32

trillion).2 As an instrument of power projection and

military capability, today’s networked systems, parti-

cularly the Internet, challenge traditional ideas of

security, stability, and sovereignty.

This infrastructure–Internet entanglement is a

strategic vulnerability for all connected societies.

The positive impact of the Internet on countries,

communities, businesses, and citizens can only be

sustained if the service is accessible, available, afford-

able, secure, interoperable, resilient, and stable. This

is why the Internet and its underlying value prop-

osition have become a national security matter.

Global leaders must wrestle with the fact that their

Internet infrastructures and citizen-facing services

are vulnerable to interference and that their economic

dependence on the Internet will not permit them to

abandon the adoption path they are on.3 They are

also trying to diffuse or take advantage of the growing

perception by many around the world that the United

States has too much ‘‘control’’ over the Internet. The

widespread view is that since the Internet was created

in the United States, its companies dominate the

information communications technology (ICT) mar-

ketplace and are generating tremendous wealth for

the West. Hence, the United States is perceived to

be acting in its own interests to the detriment of

others.

This article discusses the increasing pace of dis-

cord and the competing interests that are unfolding

in the current debate concerning the control and

governance of the Internet and its underlying infra-

structure. Some countries are more prepared and

committed than others to winning tactical battles on

the road to becoming an Internet power. Some are

acutely aware of what is at stake; the question is

whether they will be the master or the victim of these

multilayered power struggles as subtle and not-so-

subtle connected choices are made. Understanding

this debate requires an understanding of the

entangled economic, technical, regulatory, political,

and social interests implicated by the Internet. Those

states that are prepared for and understand its multi-

faceted nature will likely end up on top.

ECONOMIC INTERESTS

The importance of money flows from its being a link
between the present and the future.4

The first strategic area of competition is economic

and concerns connectivity and infrastructure devel-

opment. By the end of 2014, the Internet will be

accessible to approximately 40 percent of the global

population—most of whom are located in Western

and more developed countries. The demand curve

and market growth potential for connectivity and

Internet penetration for the foreseeable future is

likely to come from Asia, Africa, and South America—

with these come potential power and influence for

their populations.5 However, the predicate to Inter-

net access is the provisioning of the underlying

infrastructure that can deliver affordable broadband

Internet services to citizens. Governments and com-

panies are racing to lay the foundations for universal

access for citizens, while simultaneously tying access

to their economic sustainability and development

agendas. This economic activity is being closely

tracked by the International Telecommunications

Union (ITU), the Inter-Development Bank (IDB),

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and

Development (OECD), and the World Bank, all of

which have been ranking countries on their

telecommunications initiatives.

Advancing connectivity requires promoting

network and broadband infrastructure expansion.

These investments can be costly—and countries

may not have the means to deliver high-quality,

low-cost infrastructure to remote areas with smaller

populations. In the days of the landline telephone-

system, revenue was incurred through an inter-

carrier international settlement system that nego-

tiated a price per call based on origination and

termination. This collection system helped pay for

telecommunication infrastructure improvements

aimed at reaching more and more citizens. However,

in today’s Internet Protocol (IP) environment, the

concept of a ‘‘call’’ has no direct counterpart. Internet

service providers (ISPs) may pay transit fees based
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on capacity or use settlement-free peering, thus

bypassing the payment scheme previously imposed

by inter-carrier international agreements. Content

providers that offer their services via the networks

of infrastructure operators using an over-the-top

(OTT) model pose further challenges to this model.

OTT content and services providers include Google,

Facebook, PayPal, Amazon, Skype, and others.

These OTT providers consume bandwidth through

their delivery of volumes of information to users

transiting the infrastructure—usually for free. Some-

times these services can degrade the quality of the

infrastructure operators’ own telecommunication

services, including core services, because they are

using more than their ‘‘fair share’’ of bandwidth.

Infrastructure operators are thus forced to make

additional investments to ensure that they can

provide their customers with the low-latency, high-

quality experience that they demand 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. To further complicate matters,

the majority of the OTT companies are headquar-

tered in the United States.

Both national leaders and infrastructure operators

feel threatened by this complex ecosystem. The enti-

ties that can ‘‘control’’ information flow can also assert

or extract economic and political leverage. The per-

ceived or very real inequality of who monetizes

access to the Internet on the one hand, and who ben-

efits from that access on the other, remains part of the

ongoing debate. First, countries are seeking mechan-

isms to pair market access with cost-recoverable

investments to pay for the infrastructure moderniza-

tion that the twenty-first century digital society is

demanding. Some leaders are looking to the regulat-

ory environment and international treaty venues,

such as those convened by the ITU, to assert power

over ISPs and OTT providers. Second, the market lib-

eralization of the past two decades may give way to

the resurgence of state-run telecommunications com-

panies that, acting as ISPs, would be the conduit for

citizens to reach the Internet. This gives nations more

‘‘control’’ over private or quasi-private providers,

allowing them to channel the proceeds into their

own economy. Depending on the argument made,

this could be perceived as a barrier to market access.

For example, the German government recently made

a decision to phase out the use of Verizon Communi-

cations services by 2015 and transition to Deutsche

Telekom to provide communications services to

German government agencies. The change was made

because of concerns about network security and

citizen privacy.6

A related aspect of the economic competition

that has emerged around the Internet involves the

movement of data across borders. For example, the

Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership

(TTIP) and the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) are

regionally based free trade agreements, both of

which are seeking to increase economic growth.

The parties to these agreements will have to enable

the free flow of data across borders if they wish to

facilitate commerce. Yet, some countries are seeking

mechanisms to protect their data, declaring that there

needs to be data sovereignty for national security

purposes. Can the data assume the ‘‘flag’’ of the

country in which it was created?7 The controversy

is particularly challenging in an era where data is

stored in multiple centers and geographic locations

to enable citizen access on demand. This raises two

fundamental legal and political questions. First, does

the data assume the citizenship of its creator or of the

country in which it is stored? Second, what happens

when the data is shared or backed up across multiple

data centers in multiple geographic locations? The

intermediaries (i.e., those who enable cross-border

digital trade), will inevitably have an impact on

national economies. They could also assert control

in terms of influencing who benefits and who pays,

thus presenting potential security challenges. For

example, some countries may want to impose

a jurisdictional right to inspect all data communica-

tions, while others may demand that organizations

use indigenous ‘‘preferred’’ service providers and

store data locally, thus forcing data to fall under local

laws and giving potential access to law enforcement

and intelligence services.

At the same time, efforts to promote the develop-

ment of Internet Exchange Point (IXP) facilities to

enable the quick transit of data through IP inter-

connections have accelerated. As countries strive to

connect citizens in remote geographic locations,

they will need multiple IXPs to ensure low-latency

delivery while striving to ensure end-to-end quality

of service. Meeting these demands will also require

operators of IXP facilities to take measures to further

the security, safety, continuity, sustainability, and

robustness of their infrastructure. As a result, the

companies or countries that build these IXPs will
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have a great deal of power over network traffic and

the content that transits through those pipes.

The actors that dominate market access to and

provision of the Internet will have the opportunity

to assert control over information flows as well.

If this power struggle continues along its current

trajectory, future Internet growth will be dominated

by the East and the South, and a new set of govern-

ments and constituents will seek to assert their voice,

leverage, and market power to achieve their own

economic, political, military, and societal goals. The

United States heretofore has been perceived as the

dominant player—perhaps even the colonial power

of the Internet—not least because it has been the

main developer and provider of Internet technolo-

gies and services. It is also perceived as being the

main financial benefactor of the Internet. Today,

however, the United States and its innovation centers

of excellence are struggling for access and influence

and may soon face displacement as new market

leaders emerge around the globe.

TECHNICAL INTERESTS

The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without
fighting.8

The second strategic area of competition that has

emerged around the Internet is technical, involving

multilateral decision-making bodies and multistake-

holder processes. Both sets of constituents are debating

who is best suited to govern the technologic founda-

tions of the Internet. It is estimated that in the next

five years, the Internet population will double and that

the number of connected devices will reach at least

50 billion.9 The effects of the Internet of Everything

(IoE)—the devices that connect people, processes,

data, and things—will place considerable demands

on existing institutions and governance mechanisms,

some of which have long-standing practices and natu-

ral leaders. Competition over Internet-related technical

interests is being waged on five fronts: infrastructure,

protocols, standards, security, and content.

Infrastructure

The underlying infrastructure of the Internet is

constantly changing. ISPs come in many forms and

sizes and go by many names: the phone company,

the cable company, the wireless company, the satel-

lite company, and others. In the future, the Internet

may be provisioned by an unmanned aerial vehicle

(UAV) or high-altitude balloons to connect those in

rural and remote areas who have no Internet

access.10 ISPs are increasingly measured by their

speed of service (e.g., upload and download times

at megabits per second [Mbps]). The most technolo-

gically advanced cities in the world enjoy speeds of

up to 100 Mbps and hope to advance beyond 1,000

Mbps.11 In 2014, about 25 major ISPs carry 80 per-

cent of the world’s Internet traffic. By 2020, the num-

ber of ISPs carrying Internet traffic will likely change

as new delivery technologies emerge (e.g., UAVs and

balloons). Of course, these new technologies will

have to navigate international politics as inter-

national conventions, administered by the ITU,

determine allocation and use of radio spectrum.

These technologies may also come under scrutiny

for their need to loiter in sovereign airspace.12 So,

when companies like Google expand their market

position to gain more control of the Internet back-

bone to deliver their services without intermediaries,

they should not be surprised that they face oppo-

sition. These new technologies and projects also

threaten to displace the traditional providers (e.g.,

China Unicom, Nippon, Telefonica, Telegraph, Tele-

phone, Telstra, Verizon, and Vodaphone) that, in

turn, are putting pressure on their governments

and multilateral organizations to intervene to protect

their interests. In some cases, defending the interests

of the traditional providers is also convenient for the

country because it advantages indigenous companies

and enables the government to assert control over

those who are trying to evade regulation and

payment schemas.

Protocols

In addition to competition for the delivery path of

the Internet, competition around how data moves

through the Internet has also emerged, adding further

complexity to the management of the Internet. First is

the Domain Name System (DNS). Think of this as the

‘‘telephone directory’’ for the Internet in the sense

that ‘‘[d]omain names are human-friendly names that

are translated into Internet Protocol (IP) addresses,

for example, www.acme.com is a domain name,

and 216.27.178.28 is its IP address.’’13 Second are
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the individual protocols that are assigned to devices.

The Internet of the twentieth century was designed to

accommodate approximately 4.3 billion addresses,14

and was enabled through the Internet Protocol ver-

sion 4 (IPv4). The Internet of the twenty-first century,

however, demands a much richer supply of addresses

to accommodate the IoT uptake and field more than

50 billion devices. It also requires the adoption of the

IPv6 protocol, which will open up 340 trillion, trillion,

trillion (3.4� 1038) unique addresses.

The transition to IPv6 poses at least two chal-

lenges. First, the providers of the transport layer—

those who deliver the Internet service—will need

to ensure interoperability between IPv4 and IPv6

devices. A translation mechanism is needed to

enable IPv6-only hosts to reach IPv4 services and

to allow isolated IPv6 hosts and networks to reach

each other over IPv4-only infrastructure.15 This will

require ISPs to invest in the necessary technology

to enable a seamless experience for their global

users. Developing this mechanism is not an insignifi-

cant cost. The second challenge derives from the nat-

ure and perceived ‘‘nationality’’ of the entity that is in

charge of the global coordination of the DNS Root, IP

addressing, and other Internet Protocol resources—

the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA),

a department within the Internet Corporation for

Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). The IANA

functions are coordinated with and funded by the

United States Department of Commerce’s National

Telecommunications and Information Administration

(NTIA). This perceived influence of the United States

over the timing and allocation of Internet addresses

and how the ‘‘telephone directory’’ of the Internet

moves data is problematic.

The fact that the United States (via ICANN) is seen

as controlling the protocols of the Internet is, indeed,

the reason why many international venues are

debating the merits of multistakeholder administra-

tion versus multilateral governance. Some countries

believe that moving some functions of the Internet

into a more global UN-like forum would ensure

fairer distribution of the Internet resources needed

for their digital societies. Russia and China are

certainly lead advocates for this approach. Other

countries, too, echo this call for global governance

and are advocating for the Internet Governance

Forum (IGF) to be transformed into a World Internet

Council to become the steward of the Internet.16

Some global leaders posit that this would be more

representative of their countries’, corporate, and

citizens’ interests and make the how and why

decisions are made more transparent. To diffuse the

growing distrust in United States’ involvement in the

IANA functions, in March 2014 the U.S. government

announced its intent to transition its role and asked

ICANN to convene global stakeholders to develop a

proposal for that transition plan.17 Of course, this

may not quell the desire to move the administration

and governance of Internet resources into a multilat-

eral venue.

Standards

The Internet society of the twenty-first century

demands an interoperable Internet and devices that

connect to that modernized infrastructure designed

to work on any ISP backbone using standard proto-

cols. This is where standards-setting bodies emerge

as a strategic leverage point to influence the design

specifications of the next generation of Internet pro-

ducts and services. There are a number of standards

organizations, but two principal organizations affect

the global marketplace in this area.18 The first is the

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which

manages the process of creating Internet standards.

During this process, a ‘‘specification undergoes a per-

iod of development and several iterations of review

by the Internet community and revision based upon

experience, [and then it] is adopted as a Standard

by the appropriate body and is published.’’19 The

second organization is the International Organization

for Standardization (ISO), an international standards-

setting body comprising representatives from various

national standards organizations. Its technical process

leads to ‘‘endorsed’’ international standards that are

often the benchmark that global corporations must

design for and deliver to. Of course, there are many

other standards-setting bodies, but these two affect

much of the global Internet device and service mar-

ket. Therefore, whoever designs these standards,

creating that interoperability for global opt-in and

global uptake, will also have a dominant presence

in the market. Corporate and government players

alike are positioning themselves to influence the

outcomes of these two organizations because their

decisions will determine market share, market influ-

ence, and, subsequently, market control.
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Security

Surveillance, piracy, criminal activity, intellectual

property theft, and physical harm=destruction are

on the rise, with the Internet enabling much of it.

As a result, securing the Internet infrastructure and

the data and services that transit through it has

become of paramount importance, sparking global

debate and discord. Views differ on what is to be

secured, how to secure it, and who should perform

the duties. Some countries are turning to ISPs, which

have unparalleled access to global networks, to

provide upstream security for downstream devices.

Initiatives of this type include blocking spam seen

in transit, identifying compromised devices owned

by customers, quarantining infected devices and

blocking their access to the Internet, identifying

and blocking sources of distributed denial of service

attacks, and minimizing frequency and duration of

network outages and route disruption. But this repre-

sents only one layer of the current amalgam of secur-

ity actors.

Others are advocating for a system to ensure the

security and management of the DNS Root. A single

root is needed to ensure global uniqueness regarding

names (both administration and allocation). Multiple

roots might fragment the Internet, causing latency,

misrouting, and potentially degrade Internet inter-

operability. As noted, some countries believe that

the United States, through ICANN, is unfairly admin-

istering the system and are arguing for an alternative,

more regional or local system of governance with

multiple roots. Their arguments are further fueled

by newspaper headlines about United States’ moni-

toring and surveillance practices as well as its poten-

tial manipulation of data encryption standards.20

The regionalized Internet argument has other

security undertones that may affect data routing and

OTT providers. For example, France and Germany

are considering a Schengen routing system for data

in Europe.21 But this raises another question: Is the

intention of this proposal to better protect the privacy

of their citizens or is it to control digital trade and

cross-border data flows? In 2012, for instance, Iran

announced that it would pursue a national intranet,

block services from Google, Yahoo, and Hotmail,

and replace them with indigenous and government-

led programs like Iran mail and Iran search engine—

in line with Iran’s plan for a ‘‘clean Internet.’’22 The

emergence of other similar national intranets with

national (non-Western) services is occurring more

frequently, especially in the shadow of media reports

about the scope of U.S. surveillance and intelligence-

gathering activities.

Measures designed to secure the traffic, and the

related infrastructure, come in many forms. Some

are pushing for a Domain Name System SECurity

(DNSSEC), which would make it possible to validate

the authority of a query and response and ascertain

whether the signed data has been changed during

transport. The latter would limit interception and

surveillance mechanisms. Others argue that ISPs

should have a process or framework for securing

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) announcements

(i.e., how data moves from one ISP to another) that

includes specific technical procedures and protocols

to ensure that routes cannot be ‘‘hijacked,’’ rerouted,

or brought offline. In April 2010, for example, BGP

users received an alert regarding a prefix hijack by

China’s largest ISP—China Telecom. Internet traffic

was rerouted for approximately 15 minutes as a

result, affecting both Chinese and American Internet

traffic. This event ‘‘underscores the vulnerability of

the BGP routing infrastructure and reminds us that,

if intentional, the criminal could store, alter or just

throw away the traffic.’’23 The fact that BGP is vulner-

able to hijack, and that it has been done on a number

of occasions, has led to a desire by many countries to

want to know where all of their traffic has been and

where it will be routed.

Still others are arguing for different protective

measures for facilities, infrastructures, and even con-

tent. Protective measures date back to the original

1934 International Telegraph Convention, which

gives states the ability to stop messages that ‘‘may

appear dangerous to the safety of the State or would

be contrary to the laws of the country, public order,

or decency.’’24 In 1988, public use of the Internet was

in its infancy, and the International Telecommuni-

cation Regulations (ITRs) compiled that year did

not contain explicit provisions for securing the traffic

and supporting infrastructure.25 They did, however,

include a reference for Member States and the Oper-

ating Agencies to avoid ‘‘technical harm’’ (Article 9).

This ‘‘special provision’’ was added as a reaction or

afterthought at a time when Member States were

faced with the release and propagation of the Morris

Worm that affected 10 percent of the Internet’s
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computers and disrupted Internet services for

days.26 Today, such a provision may translate into

arguments to allow states to interfere with com-

munications whose purpose is, indeed, to hinder

the internal affairs or undermine the sovereignty,

national security, territorial integrity, and public

safety of other states.

Security arguments are being used to empower

governments to advance their economic, political,

and military interests in the operational implemen-

tation and architecture of the Internet. This weakens

multistakeholder processes and venues and, at the

same time, boosts market access, disrupts the power

and control over Internet governance, and positions

states for standards leadership.

Content

Technology innovation over the last 20 years has

also led to big changes in data generation, consump-

tion, and analysis. The modern digital society—both

people and devices—is generating a lot of data.

Looking at the widespread use of tablets, cell phones,

cameras, EZ-passes for the highway, cars, smart grid,

and so on, we see that we live in a world of near-

ubiquitous data generation. This reality is coupled

with the declining cost of collection, storage, and

new capabilities for processing and correlating

data.27 Moreover, it has led to the emergence of

new power brokers—those intermediaries who buy,

sell, and correlate data about citizen and device inter-

action with and over the Internet. Data aggregators

amass online and offline information about people,

culling details from websites, social media, search

engines, buying habits, travel patterns, and even

government databases.28 They use technology and

statistical algorithms to combine multiple sources

of data to make inferences about individuals, their

interests, and the devices they use. They uncover pat-

terns of activities and profile and track individuals—

all this has profound implications for government

and society, especially in terms of surveillance and

censorship. This capability is no longer the sole

purview of government intelligence services. In fact,

with the right tools, commercial companies like

Google, Baidu, Facebook, Tuenti, Badoo, and Renren

are just as capable and have access to troves of data.29

The content of the flow of data over and through-

out the Internet is important because it has significant

economic, political, and social value. Those who can

tap into that content, therefore, have power. If mined

and leveraged properly, this data can help identify

the next consumer market (i.e., where to place the

next Walmart), help locate suspected terrorists, or

dismantle an organized crime syndicate. It can also

open new venues to exchange ideas and create

new subjects for censorship. In the United States,

law enforcement officials (e.g., the Federal Bureau

of Investigation [FBI]) use social platforms such as

Facebook and Twitter to garner tips about suspected

terrorists.30 On the other hand, some countries use

citizens’ digital footprints to search for and suppress

those who might pose a threat to a regime’s stability.

For example, in March 2014, Turkish Prime Minister

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan instructed ISPs operating in

Turkey, including TurkTelekom, to seal off access

to social media sites like YouTube and Twitter.31 This

action was taken in response to Turkish citizens

having used social media to organize protests across

the country against his government’s policies. In

February 2014, Russia passed a new censorship

law demanding that ISPs block access to websites

deemed to contain information promoting extremism

and=or endangering public safety. As noted by

one commentator, the wording of this law can be

broadly interpreted to ‘‘forbid pretty much anything

critical of the ruling government: political opposition,

environmental activism, provocative political

art, investigative journalism, nonviolent political

protest.’’32

Countermeasures are also being fielded to circum-

vent increased surveillance and censorship. For

example, The Onion Router (TOR) is free software

and an open network that enables communications

(and content) to move around a distributed network

of relays run by volunteers all around the world who

are circumventing measures to block their communi-

cations. It allows people and groups to increase their

privacy and security on the Internet and keep some

anonymity. Originally developed for the U.S. Navy

for the primary purpose of protecting government

communications, TOR is now widely used by dissi-

dents, activists, journalists, law enforcement person-

nel, and military constituents. Some governments

facilitate the use of TOR to enable freedom of speech

and to promote democratic values. Those govern-

ments, however, are often criticized for interfering

in the sovereign business of other states—namely
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in their regime legitimacy and stability. Of course,

many other countries are trying to block the use

of TOR (or crack its code) for national security

purposes.33

Increasingly, we are seeing national leaders

interfering with the Internet on behalf of their own

interests,34 with tensions rising between states as

a result. Global leaders and citizens in different parts

of the world are demanding clarification on data

ownership, privacy, and transparency. In short, they

want to know what is being done with their data

and how it is being used. In addition, many democra-

cies continue to push for Internet freedoms and have

declared access to the Internet a human right. More

autocratic or authoritarian regimes, however, increas-

ingly view the Internet as a threat. Others, like the

United States, in a subtler and more hypocritical

way, demand that other countries refrain from cen-

soring their citizens while simultaneously pursuing

their own broad-based monitoring and surveillance

programs. This, in turn, does not help instill confi-

dence in the legitimacy of the United States for Inter-

net leadership.

Competition to shape the technological founda-

tions of the Internet is strong—not least because it

can lead to greater power, control, and monetization

of the Internet and the Internet economy. Its future is

being debated in a range of international venues and

bodies, ranging from the ITU to the IETF to ICANN

and ISO. How its functions and features should be

governed is also being discussed by entities like the

World Economic Forum (WEF) in special meetings

like NetMundial35—which took place in April 2014

in Brazil—and by commissions like the Global

Commission on Internet Governance.36 It is in these

venues that the future course of infrastructure, proto-

cols, standards, security, and control of content will

be determined.

REGULATORY INTERESTS

To widen the market and to narrow the competition is
always the interest of the dealers.37

The third strategic area of competition is regula-

tory, which is focused on ensuring that the Internet

remains accessible, affordable, secure, stable, and

interoperable for everybody. Market mechanisms

are being used to assert leverage and control and

to change the balance of power, politics, and wealth

creation. Countries and companies are at odds in

this field. The subtle struggle is focused on how to

govern the growth of the Internet—namely what

is in the best interests of society and government

versus what is in the best interests of companies

and their shareholders. The main challenge lies in

the fact that the private sector designs, builds, oper-

ates, maintains, and restores the very systems that

process, transmit, and operate the country’s most

important information and most vital infrastructures,

while governments remain the ultimate guarantor of

their citizens’ safety and well-being.

It is thus the responsibility of governments to

facilitate the market to meet the economic and

national security interests of their citizens. Most

of the time this encompasses the provisioning of

citizen-facing services like water, electricity, and

telephone access. Now that the Internet affects these

and other citizen-essential services, governments are

evaluating whether the Internet is in need of some

sort of market corrections. The challenge, however,

is establishing what exactly should be governed. Is

it the functional areas of infrastructure provisioning,

DNS administration, the standards-setting processes,

and the security thereof? Or is it the actual facilities,

devices, companies, and market access that need to

be governed? Each country is using different market

levers, in the form of legislation and regulations, to

assert control, manage risk, build security back into

the infrastructure, and maintain political stability.

For example, the European Parliament has released

a draft legislative directive on ‘‘Measures to Ensure

Network and Information Security.’’38 This directive,

if passed, would legally bind member states to be

compliant with specific criteria, adopt appropriate

steps to manage security risks, and report serious

incidents to their national competent authorities.

The directive is targeted to the operators of critical

infrastructures, such as energy, transport, financial

services, and health care, and to key providers of

information society services, such as e-commerce

platforms, social networks, and so on. The United

States has signaled a similar intent to regulate

broad industry sectors in Presidential Executive

Order 13636 on ‘‘Improving Critical Infrastructure

Cybersecurity.’’39

Other countries are turning instead to inter-

national treaty mechanisms to affect the market as
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well as contain political and social unrest. For

example, in 2012, the ITU convened a World Confer-

ence on International Telecommunications (WCIT)

to update and revise the International Telecommuni-

cations Regulations (ITRs).40 The ITRs define the

general principles for the provision, operation, and

compensation of international telecommunications

services. The WCIT represented a perfect venue for

countries seeking to assert more control over many

aspects of the Internet, including facilitating an

accounting mechanism to compensate for the infra-

structure improvements needed to carry the ever-

growing Internet (voice, data, and video) traffic and

to initiate security requirements for key facilities and

networks. At the conclusion of the meeting, some

89 nations signed a new treaty and approximately

55 did not. The United State led the dissenting block,

which had advocated for either maintaining the status

quo or no change at all to existing ITRs, and has been

criticized for its position ever since. At the time of

negotiation, Ambassador Terry Kramer, the United

States lead negotiator, stated, ‘‘[w]e are disappointed

with revisions that expand the treaty scope to

Internet-related matters and content. We believe

these provisions reflect an attempt by governments

to regulate the Internet and its content, potentially

paving the way for abuse of power, censorship and

repression.’’41

As one might expect, the debate or intent to govern

the growth and assert control over the Internet did not

end with the WCIT meeting in Dubai in 2012. In fact,

many policy issues have extended into the discus-

sions of the World Telecommunication=Information

and Communication Technology Policy Forum

(WTPF), the World Telecommunication Standardiza-

tion Assembly (WTSA), the World Summit on the

Information Society (WSIS), the Internet Governance

Forum (IGF), and the UN General Assembly—to

name a few. Other issue areas are coming forward

in these venues, including: promoting IPv6 deploy-

ment and advancing connectivity by promoting IXPs;

advancing DNSSEC; generating a road map for future

evolution of Internet governance; providing reliable

tools for e-commerce, banking, private communica-

tions, and so on, to move toward a more secure

Internet; establishing work programs and guidelines

for defining telecommunication development ques-

tions and priorities; and identifying properties for

global Internet cooperation.

POLITICAL INTERESTS

Governments will always play a huge part in solving big
problems. They set public policy and are uniquely able
to provide the resources to make sure solutions reach
everyone who needs them. They also fund basic research,
which is a crucial component of the innovation that
improves life for everyone.42

The fourth strategic area of competition is polit-

ical. The Internet has become a political platform

for messaging. Political actors now have the opport-

unity to perform on a global stage and compete to

persuade multiple audiences at the same time, articu-

lating policies and investments needed for strength

in, and dominance of, the digital economy, and that

ultimately serve their own interests. They articulate

the benefits quite clearly in terms of Gross Domestic

Product (GDP) growth, job creation, access to

information, and the ability to innovate. They also

communicate the challenges in terms of threats to

society, and the need to prepare for action and

defend critical infrastructures, services, businesses,

and citizens from malicious cyber-activities. With

each speech given or initiative carried out, they

position themselves for economic, political, and

military leverage, power, and dominance.

As they communicate with their citizens—the

constituency that holds the key to their power,

legitimate or not—they highlight the rights of

the individual to Internet access, better education,

employment opportunity, economic well-being,

and privacy. When speaking to industry and govern-

ment leaders, they highlight the need for partnership,

emphasizing the link between delivery of citizen-

essential services and state responsibility (in the

manner by which the state dictates and by which a

company can make a profit). But does their success

in arguing for such deep partnership mean that a

specific industry is working for national economic,

political, and military interests? Sub-rosa messages

are also being conveyed, but the question of what

market levers does a state need to impose to ensure

collective market dominance and hence mutual

economic growth remains.

Finally, some leaders are signaling thresholds and

trying to establish norms of acceptable behavior for

other leaders.43 Their intent is to protect the value

of their current and future digital investments and

to preserve the importance of the Internet for their
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political and economic interests. For example,

President Xi Jinping has openly announced China’s

dual focus on developing technology and ensuring

cybersecurity. These two aspects, he asserted, are

‘‘two wings of a bird’’ and require an overall plan

to advance both simultaneously.44 Chancellor Merkel

has stated that ‘‘a ‘cyber dialogue’ is needed to set

mutual privacy standards and legal frameworks . . . to

to catch up to rapidly advancing technology.’’45

President Putin has discussed similar governance

issues, stating that ‘‘establishing international control

over the Internet using the monitoring and supervis-

ory capabilities of the International Telecommuni-

cation Union . . . [should be a] priority on the

international agenda.’’46 And, President Obama has

shared his viewpoint and concerns by stating that

‘‘America’s economic prosperity, national security,

and our individual liberties depend on our commit-

ment to securing cyberspace and maintaining an

open, interoperable, secure, and reliable Internet.

Our critical infrastructure continues to be at risk from

threats in cyberspace, and our economy is harmed

by the theft of our intellectual property.’’47

Ultimately, the Internet remains both a global

commons and part of each nation’s sovereign infra-

structure, and thus activities in cyberspace must

continue to navigate two sets of demands: national

interests and global interests. The forms of compe-

tition and tension discussed in this article are about

different power struggles. They are also about those

leaders who are using sophisticated strategies to

forge complementary activities that ultimately serve

their and their countries’ interests. For those in the

middle of this competition, it is important that they

recognize that the gamesmanship and strategies are

multifold. Perhaps this is why government inter-

vention in this field tends to be more pronounced

and pervasive—from controlling market access to

subsidizing market entry and market share to

imposing greater security requirements (and gaining

access to intellectual property) to increasing censor-

ship and surveillance practices for security and stab-

ility purposes. Political leaders are responsible for

articulating a vision and establishing general princi-

ples and policies to achieve their goals and, accord-

ingly, are constantly trying to advance their agendas

using policy, law, market mechanisms, regulation,

standards, and other initiatives. The evidence is clear,

you just have to look for it.

SOCIAL INTERESTS

Advances in the technology of telecommunications have
proved an unambiguous threat to totalitarian regimes
everywhere.48

The fifth and final strategic area of competition

concerns the social aspects of the Internet and

whether the Internet should be considered a citizen

right or privilege. In less than two decades, the Inter-

net has evolved from an opt-in service, where citi-

zens and governments were able to choose whether

or not to participate in the Internet society, to a com-

pelled infrastructure that requires participation in

order to reap its benefits and deliver essential ser-

vices to citizens. This, in turn, is changing per-

ceptions regarding citizens’ rights and privileges.

It is also shifting the power and perception of

ownership.

In 2011, a group of nations formed the Freedom

Online Coalition to advance Internet freedom—free

expression, association, assembly, and privacy

online.49 During the 2014 NetMundial meeting, part-

icipants agreed that human rights should underpin

Internet governance principles.50 Echoing the UN

Human Rights Council’s 2012 decision,51 they

declared that the rights that people enjoy offline

must also be protected online in accordance with

existing international human rights treaties and legal

obligations.52 Some of these rights include freedom

of expression, freedom of association, privacy, free-

dom of information, and access to information. But

if citizens really are to enjoy these rights, then what

mechanisms do they have at their disposal to chal-

lenge their national leaders when their rights are

violated? And who is going to enforce them? Unfor-

tunately, the reality is that the very interconnected-

ness of people can be denied and that freedom of

communication and political freedoms are clearly

linked.

For example, many protests were organized in the

favelas of Brazil leading up to the recent World Cup

games. The citizens of historically underserved com-

munities were angry over their living conditions in

addition to being incensed about the government’s

pacification program, which, building on an earlier

program, was ‘‘designed to seize back control of

the areas from drug traffickers and make them safer

for the tournament and the 2016 Olympics.’’53 They

were also angry about the amount of investment
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the government was making in the stadiums and

facilities needed to support the influx of tourists dur-

ing the World Cup, arguing that these resources

would be better used to improve the living con-

ditions of its own citizens. In addition, they believed

that their views were not represented by the quasi-

state-controlled media and took matters into their

own hands. Citizens became journalists—using their

smartphones, digital cameras, and apps such as

Twitcast and Twitcam to circulate photos and video

so the world could see what was really happening

in the streets of Brazil. Venezuela’s government

is facing outraged citizens, too, and has blocked

images on Twitter after violent protests emerged in

Caracas seeking redress for ‘‘a catalogue of woes that

include rampant inflation, food shortages and one of

the world’s highest murder rates.’’54

A related question is whether the ‘‘governed’’ have a

right to own their data or to know what their ‘‘gover-

nors’’ (which can include both governments and priv-

ate actors) are doing with their data? In May 2014, the

European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled in favor of a

Spanish citizen’s right to privacy and sent a message

to the data aggregators and content brokers that priv-

acy is paramount. The ECJ’s ruling upholds ‘‘European

citizens’ right to be forgotten,’’ that is, ‘‘their right to

have embarrassing and currently misleading infor-

mation deleted from the Internet.’’55 Many Europeans

celebrated the ECJ ruling against Google, noting that

the United States has not curbed the monopolistic

behavior of Google and its broad infringement on the

privacy of citizens. For some, the ECJ’s ruling was

Europe’s way of mitigating such behavior. Govern-

ments are also believed to be infringing on citizens’

right to privacy. To address this concern, the U.S.

National Security Agency’s (NSA) Internet surveillance

programs are being scrutinized, and President Obama

recently pared down the scope of its collection

activities.56 The United Kingdom and many other

Western nations are also reviewing the scope of their

intelligence services and some leaders are calling for

new laws to govern surveillance programs.57

On the other hand, other countries are supple-

menting their own surveillance practices by passing

laws to require that data be stored within their terri-

tories, making it easier to intercept, search, or protect.

For example, ‘‘Russia’s Parliament has approved a

law similar to China’s that would require Internet

companies such as Google to locate servers handling

Russian traffic inside the country and store user data

locally for six months.’’58

Finally, when do the empowered go too far?

Governments are increasingly requesting and can

even compel private sector assistance in conducting

voice or data surveillance. In some cases, there is

no territorial limitation on that power. For example,

Microsoft is fighting a U.S. government search war-

rant that compels Microsoft to hand over customer

data (e-mails) maintained in a data center operated

by one of its subsidiaries located in Ireland. The data

in Microsoft–Ireland’s possession, custody, or control

relates to a drug investigation.59,60 This type of overt

collection and government intervention is compro-

mising the integrity of multinational companies that

provision Internet services and store customer data.

It also is contrary to and undermines existing inter-

national law. Many countries, including the United

Kingdom, India, Belgium, the United Arab Emirates

(UAE), are passing legislation to compel companies

to hand over encryption keys to aid law enforcement

investigations and support national security matters.

Still others, China among them, are demanding that

companies that want to deliver products to their

(broadly defined) national security marketplace must

turn over the source code for their products. More

recently, perhaps in an effort to limit market pen-

etration, a leading Chinese news agency branded

Microsoft’s Windows 8 operating system as a threat

to the nation’s information security.61

In the next five years, the number of global Internet

users will double. That growth will primarily come

from China, India, and African nations. Those socie-

ties have very different histories, development trajec-

tories, cultural backgrounds, and experiences with

government. Freedom of expression may not have

the same cultural undertones (and support) as it has

in the West. And experience in other areas shows that

guaranteeing freedom of, and access to, information

can be difficult, even if the necessary legislation is in

place. How these new Internet users assert their voice,

leverage their market positioning as consumers, and

influence power will show us whether they see the

Internet as a citizen right or a privilege.

CONCLUSION

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—I took the one less
traveled by, and that has made all the difference.62
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We are in the midst of an intense competition for

money, power, and control over all aspects of the

Internet and the Internet economy. The competition

for Internet dominance is being waged across econ-

omic, technical, regulatory, political, and social bat-

tlefields. The web of relationships between each

issue is noteworthy to say the least.

Underpinning this competition is the perception

that the United States remains the Internet’s super-

power, a perception that many around the world

would like to see change. The continuous release of

information over the past year about the U.S. govern-

ment’s role in Internet surveillance and intervention

has accelerated national desires and agendas to trans-

fer Internet governance to venues like the United

Nations, ITU, and other international fora, which many

perceive to be more legitimate, fair, and transparent.

Countries arguing for these significant changes are

already establishing their own foothold on Internet

matters, while also eroding the positions of the United

States (and the West). This situation is also giving rise

to private companies that feel violated by their own

governments and are losing real market share around

the world as a consequence.

Looking to a future where the demand curve and

market growth of the Internet are likely to be driven

from Asia, Africa, and South America, the United

States will not maintain its position of influence unless

it develops and delivers a new message focused on

economic competitiveness and business opportunity

that respects the rights of individuals in their liberty,

thoughts, and possessions. Without a new cadre of

leaders—both in the government and in the private

sector—it will be very difficult for the United States

to engage around the globe without being perceived

as colonialist or paternalistic. And, the chorus calling

for multilateral organizations to seize control over

the technical and regulatory underpinnings of the

Internet will only continue to grow in volume and

power.

Counteracting these calls for change requires a

new message that can unify nations in a common

vision of how the Internet and its underlying technol-

ogies can foster trust, fuel global economic growth

for all, and empower citizens. A thorough action plan

that brings together a broad set of countries and part-

icipants to work toward this vision, jointly and across

borders, and in partnership with government and

non-state actors, is the way forward.

Who will stand up and be the guarantor of the

Internet’s future? America’s strategic interests are at

stake and, as in David versus Goliath, the world is

now rooting for David to win.
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